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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Current opinion on the evolution of genetic information suggests that DNA was selected as the storage molecule because it is more stable with respect to its ancient precursor, RNA ([@bib1]). The only difference between DNA and RNA is the presence of a hydroxyl group on the ribose of RNA monomers (rNMPs). Such group makes RNA unstable and less suitable to safely store genetic information ([@bib2]).

Recent works reported that large amounts of ribonucleotides are misincorporated into chromosomes during DNA replication, even though DNA polymerases are extremely accurate enzymes ([@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5]). The frequency of incorporation in budding yeast is estimated to be ∼1 every 700 nucleotides, making ribonucleotides the most frequent noncanonical nucleotides incorporated into the genome ([@bib6]).

The elevated levels of ribonucleotides incorporated may suggest that this is not a mere error of DNA polymerases, but that it may have some beneficial roles. Indeed, it was recently demonstrated that ribonucleotides help a specific DNA repair pathway in discriminating the newly synthesized strand from the template filament ([@bib7], [@bib8]). However, ribonucleotides are not permanent in DNA, because cells possess specific mechanisms to remove them from the genome ([@bib6], [@bib9]). The persistence of rNMPs is an endogenous source of genome instability and replication stress ([@bib5], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12]).

RNase H enzymes are able to recognize and cleave embedded rNMPs ([@bib13]), and are responsible for the major pathway that processes genomic rNMPs. Interestingly, defects in RNase H2 function represent the major cause of a rare genetic disorder, Aicardi-Goutieres syndrome ([@bib14]).

How rNMPs embedded in chromosomal DNA may interfere with DNA-protein interactions has not been investigated yet, although it has been reported that nucleosomes assembly on DNA is reduced when even a single ribonucleotide is present ([@bib15]). Understanding the structural changes imposed upon DNA molecules by the presence of ribonucleotides is essential to determine the biological impact of their persistence in the genome. It is thus crucial to explore and investigate those effects at the single-molecule level.

During the 1990s, the first ribonucleotides containing DNA (RC-DNA) molecules were crystallized. These were very short self-complementary oligonucleotides with embedded ribonucleotides. X-ray diffraction analyses suggested that the presence of ribonucleotides induce a complete change toward the A-conformation, both when they are in the middle or at the ends of the molecules ([@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18]). In solution studies, such as nuclear magnetic resonance, the transition observed was partial ([@bib19], [@bib20]). Molecular dynamics simulations suggested that even with 50% of ribonucleotide substitutions, B-DNA is not fully converted to A-DNA, although the ribose caused local perturbations ([@bib21]). In addition, atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements showed that ribonucleotides also perturb the backbone elasticity ([@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24]) with respect to DNA in the B-form, although these studies report different trends of the persistence length in relation to the presence of ribonucleotides. In conclusion, only a few single-molecule studies on the structural properties of RC-DNAs are available in the literature, and furthermore, in some cases apparently contradictory results are reported. And in most cases, short RC-DNA molecules are studied, although in biologically relevant cases (such as in vivo), the molecules are much longer.

Here we present the results of a systematic study of the structural effects of ribonucleotide incorporation into DNA carried out taking advantage of, to our knowledge, a novel protocol to synthesize several-hundred-of-basepairs-long RC-DNA molecules. RC-DNA molecules were produced via enzymatic synthesis by a mutant *Taq* polymerase (I614K), able to introduce ribonucleotides (rNTPs) in addition to deoxynucleotides (dNTPs). We were therefore able to produce numerous populations of RC-DNA molecules, as well as their controls without ribonucleotides, that have been studied at the single-molecule level by means of AFM. The main advantage of AFM is the possibility of studying large ensembles of molecules, by quantitatively analyzing each molecule individually, therefore obtaining robust average values of relevant structural and conformational observables ([@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28]). In particular, we have characterized the scaling of the contour length with the number of basepairs, the scaling of the end-to-end distance with the curvilinear distance, the bending angle distribution, and the persistence length of DNA molecules, showing that the presence of ribonucleotides affects the DNA structure and conformation well beyond the scale of the single ribonucleotide, up to full molecular length. The observed changes are also likely to take place in physiological conditions such as the cell environment, and consequently influence DNA transactions occurring in vivo.

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

*Taq* polymerase production {#sec2.1}
---------------------------

The pTaq plasmid was site-directed mutagenized using primers TAQI614Kfor 5′-TGG CCC TGG ACT ATA GCC AGA AAG AGC TCA GGG TGC TGG CCC A-3′ and TAQI614Krev 5′-TGG GCC AGC ACC CTG AGC TCT TTC TGG CTA TAG TCC AGG GCC A-3′. BL21(DE3) *Escherichia coli* cells harboring pTaq or pTaqI614K were grown in selective medium and protein expression was induced by IPTG addition. Protein extraction and purification was done by GeneSpin (Milan, Italy).

RC-DNAs synthesis {#sec2.2}
-----------------

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was performed with either wild-type (WT) or I614K *Taq* polymerase in the presence of dATP, dGTP, and dTTP 0.2 mM, dCTP 0.1 mM for normal DNAs, and plus rCTP 0.8 mM only for RC-DNAs. Nucleotides were purchased from GeneSpin. The 464- and 727-basepair (bp) fragments were amplified from pGEM3Zf plasmid using primer pairs 5′-TCG GGA AAC CTG TCG TGC C-3′/5′-CAG CGT GAG CTA TGA GAA AG-3′ and 5′-TCG GGA AAC CTG TCG TGC C-3′/5′-TCA GCA GAG CGC AGA TAC CA-3′, respectively. The 646-bp fragment was amplified from pNB187 plasmid using primers 5′-TAG TTG AAG CAT TAG GTC CC-3′/5′-CTT CTC AAA TAT GCT TCC CA-3′; the 960- and the 1079-bp fragments were amplified from pFL39.3 with primers 5′-AAA GAG TTA CTC AAG AAT AA-3′/5′-CAA AAC GGC ATT TAA GAA GC-3′ and 5′-GGA CGA GGC AAG CTA AAC AG-3′/5′-CAA AAC GGC ATT TAA GAA GC-3′, respectively. The complete sequences are reported in [Fig. S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. PCR reactions were carried out in multiple independent samples and then pooled to increase the product yield. The samples were loaded onto 1% agarose gel and the band corresponding to the amplification product was excised and purified using silica columns (The Wizard SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up System; Promega, Fitchburg, WI) according to the manufacturer's instructions. This last step was necessary to further clean the samples from template plasmid and primers. All the samples were finally resuspended in ultrapure Milli-Q water (Millipore, Billerica, MA).

PCR with radiolabeled nucleotides {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------

PCR reactions were performed adding *α*^32^P-dCTP or *α*^32^P-rCTP (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) in addition to the nonradioactive dCTP or rCTP, respecting the final concentrations described above for RC-DNAs. Samples were drop-dialyzed on 0.025-*μ*m membranes (Millipore) and further cleaned by ethanol precipitation. Samples were then run in a 2% agarose gel that was dried and exposed on a phosphor storage screen; images were acquired using a Phosphoimager (Typhoon FLA 7000; GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK).

Alkaline gel and Southern blot {#sec2.4}
------------------------------

Alkaline gel electrophoresis was performed as described in ([@bib29]). Briefly, samples were incubated for 2 h at 55°C in 0.3 M NaOH and then run in alkaline gel (1% agarose in Milli-Q water with 1 mM EDTA and 250 mM NaOH) previously equilibrated in its alkaline running buffer (1 mM EDTA, 250 mM NaOH). DNA was transferred to a charged nylon membrane (GeneScreen Plus Hybridization Transfer Membrane; PerkinElmer) by Southern blotting and hybridized with the radiolabeled 464-bp fragment as a probe (prepared by a DECAprime II DNA Labeling Kit; Ambion, Austin, TX). Images were acquired using a Phosphoimager (Typhoon FLA 7000; GE Healthcare).

AFM imaging {#sec2.5}
-----------

The procedure is described in detail in ([@bib30]). Samples were deposited on freshly cleaved mica of the highest quality (V1, ruby muscovite; Ted Pella, Redding, CA) in a Mg^2+^-containing buffer (5 mM MgCl~2~, 10 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES-Na, pH 7.5 in Milli-Q H~2~O). Incubation time ranged from 2 to 10 min at room temperature, then the samples were gently washed dropwise with 1--2 mL of Milli-Q water, and dried under a clean nitrogen stream. Images were captured in air, using a Multimode Nanoscope IV AFM (Bruker, Billerica, MA) working in tapping mode, equipped with rigid cantilevers (∼300 kHz resonance frequency) and single-crystal silicon tips with nominal radius of curvature below 10 nm. The scan rate was typically 1.5--2 Hz, the scan area 2 × 1 *μ*m, with a sampling resolution of 1 and 2 nm/pixel in the fast and slow scan directions, respectively.

Analysis of AFM data {#sec2.6}
--------------------

Raw images were first flattened by subtracting polynomials up to the third order, using only the flat mica surface as reference for the fit. DNA and RC-DNA molecules were semiautomatically traced using FiberApp software ([@bib31]), to obtain the spatial coordinates of the backbones. Calibration of the scanner was checked by scanning a calibration grating and the determined correction factors (always \<2--3%) were applied to the coordinates, when needed. The traces were analyzed using custom MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) routines. We evaluated the following statistical quantities describing structural/mechanical and conformational properties of semirigid polymers, as described in our previous works ([@bib26], [@bib30]): the mean contour length 〈*l*〉, the mean squared end-to-end distance 〈*R*^2^(*L*)〉 of segments of the molecules with a curvilinear length (curvilinear distance) *L*, the distribution of bending angles *θ*(*L*) (as well as 〈cos(*θ*(*L*))〉 and 〈*θ*^2^(*L*)〉), and the persistence length *P*. If DNA molecules are in a well-defined form (either B or A), the 〈*l*〉 versus *n* of the bp curve is a straight line with a slope equal to *r*~*A*~ or *r*~*B*~, the rise per residues of the A and B forms, respectively, with units nm/bp. A reduction of the contour length independent on bp simply shifts the curve vertically by a constant offset *c*, but does not alter the slope of the curve. According to the wormlike chain (WLC) model, in two dimensions the mean squared end-to-end distance 〈*R*^2^〉~2D~ increases as the curvilinear distance *L* increases, and depends on the persistence length *P* of DNA as ([@bib25], [@bib26]):$$\left\langle {R^{2}\left( L \right)} \right\rangle_{2\text{D}} = 4PL\left\lbrack {1 - \frac{2P}{L}\left( {1 - e^{- \frac{L}{2\text{P}}}} \right)} \right\rbrack.$$

*Estimation of the fraction of incorporated rCTP*. To estimate the percentage %*rCTP* of rCTP incorporated into RC-DNA molecules, we use [Eq. 2](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, i.e., we multiply the fraction of sites along the DNA backbone available for rCTP incorporation (the GC content %*GC*) by the estimated frequency of incorporation, *f*~*i*ncorporation~ (defined and calculated with [Eq. 3](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"} in the [Results and Discussion](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}):$$\% rCTP_{\text{incorporated}} = \% GC \cdot f_{\text{incorporation}} \cdot 100.$$

*Apparent B to A transition fraction*. An apparent fraction of basepairs in the DNA molecules that have switched from B to A conformation can be calculated by assuming that whenever an rCTP is incorporated, the hosting basepair switches from the B to the A form. The B-to-A transition fraction represents the fraction of basepairs that undergo such transition. Following ([@bib32], [@bib33]), the total number of available basepairs before rCTP incorporation is *N* = (*l*~0~ − *c*)/*r*~*B*~, where *l*~0~ is the measured contour length; *c* is a possible systematic shortening of the molecules, as discussed before (the negative intercept of the 〈*l*〉 versus *n* of basepairs curve shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}); and *r*~*B*~ = 0.34 nm/bp is the B-form helical rise. After rCTP incorporation, *N*~*A*~ basepairs switch to the A conformation whereas *N*~*B*~ basepairs remain in the B conformation, such that *N* = *N*~*B*~ + *N*~*A*~. In terms of contour length, *N*~*B*~ *r*~*B*~ + *N*~*A*~ *r*~*A*~ = (*l*~0~−*c*)−\|Δ*l*\|, where *r*~*A*~ = 0.26 nm/bp is the A-form helical rise and Δ*l* is the measured difference in contour length upon ribonucleotide introduction. It follows that the bases in A form are *N*~*A*~ = \|Δ*l*\|/(*r*~*B*~−*r*~*A*~), and the B to A transition fraction *N*~*A*~/*N* can be calculated as *N*~*A*~/*N* = \[\|Δ*l*\|/(*l*~0~−*c*)\] × \[*r*~*B*~/(*r*~*B*~−*r*~*A*~)\].

*Statistical analysis*. Length data are reported in the figures and tables as mean value ± effective error. The mean values and the SDs have been obtained by a Gaussian fit of the distributions of experimental values (see [Fig. S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for some representative distributions of contour length values). The effective errors have been calculated by summing in quadrature the SDs of the mean and a systematic error of ±1% due to the *z*-piezo calibration. The error associated to the persistence length, extracted by fitting [Eq. 1](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} to the average end-to-end distance curves of the samples, has been estimated by applying the fit to a few set of data obtained by adding a Gaussian noise to the average curves, whose width was set equal to the SD of the mean associated to each experimental value (the resulting error bar is comparable to the marker size, and it is not shown in the graphs). The significance of the observed differences in the value of relevant parameters was evaluated applying a two-tailed *t*-test.

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

Synthesis of RC-DNA molecules {#sec3.1}
-----------------------------

DNA molecules with incorporated ribonucleotides are generally synthesized chemically by a stepwise addition of nucleotides, whose limit is the chain extension step; as a result, with this methodology, only relatively short molecules are produced. Such short RC-DNAs molecules (10--30 bp) have been studied by several techniques ([@bib16], [@bib21], [@bib22]), reproducing environments quite far from the physiological one.

We propose, to our knowledge, a new approach to synthesize RC-DNA molecules that exploits many consecutives cycles of an enzymatic reaction known as PCR. PCR is performed with the *Thermus aquaticus* DNA Polymerase (*Taq* pol), a very versatile enzyme, able to sustain multiple reaction cycles to amplify a defined DNA sequence exponentially ([@bib34]). *Taq* pol is endowed with a high capability of discrimination between dNTPs and rNTPs; we took advantage of a known mutant version that is able to incorporate ribonucleotides more efficiently ([@bib35]). We mutated the *Taq* pol with a single amino acid substitution at Isoleucine 614 to Lysine, making the enzyme more prone to binding and introducing rNTPs ([@bib35]). The incorporation rates range from 150- to 1500-fold with respect to the WT *Taq* pol, depending on the rNTP species (rCTP, rATP, rGTP, or rTTP) ([@bib35]). We expressed and purified both the WT and I614K *Taq* pols from *E. coli* cells, as described in [Materials and Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}.

PCR allows the synthesis of a significant number of linear molecules, thanks to repetitive cycles of reaction. We set PCR conditions for the I614K *Taq* pol, in the presence of all four dNTPs and of rCTP, the most common ribonucleotide found in the DNA of living cells ([@bib36], [@bib37]). To verify the effective rCTP incorporation, PCRs were performed using radiolabeled *α*^32^P-rCTP, and the amplification products (464 bp) were then purified and visualized by autoradiography after agarose gel electrophoresis. The radioactive signal corresponding to a band of 464 bp indicates that the I614K *Taq* pol is indeed introducing *α*^32^P-rCTP, although with low efficiency compared to *α*^32^P-dCTP ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). From the published kinetic parameters of I614K *Taq* pol ([@bib35]) it is possible to theoretically estimate such frequency of incorporation, using$$f_{\text{incorporation}} = \frac{v_{d\text{CTP}}}{v_{r\text{CTP}}} = \frac{\frac{K_{\text{cat}}^{d\text{CTP}}}{K_{m}^{d\text{CTP}}}\left\lbrack {d\text{CTP}} \right\rbrack}{\frac{K_{\text{cat}}^{r\text{CTP}}}{K_{m}^{r\text{CTP}}}\left\lbrack {r\text{CTP}} \right\rbrack}.$$In our PCR conditions, the mutant *Taq* pol introduces one rCTP every 19 dCTP, in front of each guanosine residue (*G*), respecting the Watson-Crick basepairing. In fact, its misincorporation rates are small, regardless of the fact that I614K mutation confers less fidelity to the polymerase ([@bib38]), as we verified by sequencing (data not shown).Figure 1*Taq* polymerase I614K introduces rCTP in PCR products. DNA is amplified by I614K *Taq* pol mutant in the presence of radiolabeled *α*^32^P-dCTP or *α*^32^P-rCTP, and then it is separated onto an agarose gel, after purification through drop-dialysis and ethanol precipitation. The radioactive signal visible in the rCTP lane confirms that PCR products contain rNMPs.

To assess to what extent ribonucleotides are present in RC-DNA molecules, we exploited alkaline gel electrophoresis. PCR reactions were performed with I614K *Taq* pol in the presence or absence of rCTP and the products (see [Fig. S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were separated by gel electrophoresis in alkaline conditions; here the DNA is denatured and its backbone hydrolyzed at ribonucleotide positions, generating smaller fragments ([@bib4]). [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the degree of alkaline degradation of the 464-bp fragments, synthesized either in the absence or presence of rCTP. The molecules produced without rCTP migrate as a sharp band, whereas the ones containing rCTP generate a smear of smaller fragments, confirming the presence of ribonucleotides in most of them.Figure 2RC-DNA molecules are sensitive to alkaline hydrolysis. DNA is amplified in the presence or absence of rCTP and run in alkaline conditions. The DNA backbone is hydrolyzed in correspondence to ribonucleotides, resulting in a population of smaller molecules. Only molecules produced in the presence of rCTP are hydrolyzed and their corresponding band is converted to a smear signal. DNA is detected by Southern blotting hybridization, using the radiolabeled 464-bp fragment as a probe. The chart on the right displays the lane profiles in the presence or absence of rCTP.

The presence of rNMPs in the template strand could interfere with the *Taq* pol activity in the following reaction cycles, as reported for other polymerases ([@bib39], [@bib40]). To exclude this, we tested the ability of the mutant *Taq* pol to bypass ribonucleotides in the template by using a primer extension assay. The I614K *Taq* polymerase efficiently bypasses embedded rCMP in DNA ([Fig. S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); a slight pausing before the rNMP can be detected at enzyme concentrations much lower than those used in PCR reactions. Our synthesis strategy allows us, therefore, to obtain full-length amplified sequences.

AFM imaging and characterization of RC-DNAs {#sec3.2}
-------------------------------------------

Once the RC-DNA production has been validated, we generated several DNA molecules with different lengths and features. We produced and purified DNA and RC-DNA molecules with five different lengths in basepairs (464, 646, 727, 960, and 1079), and subjected them to AFM imaging. As described in detail in the [Materials and Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}, DNA molecules were deposited onto a negatively charged mica surface, where they adsorb thanks to the mediation of magnesium divalent ions, which bridge the negative charges of the DNA backbone and the mica surface. [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows three representative AFM images of DNA and RC-DNA molecules produced with either WT or I614K *Taq* polymerases. Typically, the DNA molecules are well contrasted, thanks to the Mg^2+^ buffer, which provides a clean way to bind the molecules to the mica surface, preserving the atomic smoothness and cleanliness of the freshly cleaved substrates. Because the efficiency of PCR decreases when the mutated *Taq* is used, and when ribonucleotides are added to the reaction, AFM maps typically feature a decreasing number of molecules per unit area. Some molecules from both WT and I614K *Taq* pol (∼20%) exhibited severe irregularities in their shape and dimensions, such as overlapping and condensed regions, protruding asperities, etc., and were not considered for the analysis. These molecules were excluded on the basis of a visual analysis as well as of the analysis of representative profiles, as shown in [Fig. S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. As detailed in [Materials and Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}, molecules from several AFM topographic profiles were semiautomatically traced to calculate the relevant structural and conformational quantities (contour length, rise per residue, bending angle distribution, and end-to-end distance curve).Figure 3Representative AFM topographies of 464-bp molecules. Molecules are deposited on mica and imaged in air by AFM. (*A*) Shown here are DNA molecules synthesized with WT and (*B*) I614K *Taq* pol in the presence of dNTPs, and (*C*) RC-DNA molecules synthesized with the addition of rCTP by the I614K *Taq* polymerase. The size of the image is 2 × 1 *μ*m^2^.

To validate our experimental imaging conditions, we have first characterized the conformational properties of DNA molecules produced by the WT *Taq* pol with dNTPs only. The scaling of the average contour length of linear DNA molecules with respect to the number of basepairs (464, 646, 727, 960, and 1079) is shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 4DNA molecules from WT and I614K *Taq* pol retain canonical B conformation. Measured contour length values are plotted versus the number of basepairs of each DNA population analyzed (464, 646, 727, 960, and 1079), produced either by WT or I614K *Taq* polymerases. The linear fit (*R*^2^ = 0.9851) exhibits a slope (*r*~*B*~ = 0.367 ± 0.011 nm/bp) close to the one typical of B DNA conformation. The length of the molecules produced by the mutated I614K *Taq* pol agrees with the length of the corresponding molecules produced by the WT *Taq* pol, within the error. The number of analyzed 464-, 646-, 727-, 960-, and 1079-bp WT *Taq* pol molecules is 146, 92, 74, 67, and 46, respectively; the number of analyzed 464- and 727-bp I614K *Taq* pol molecules is 176 and 47, respectively.

The slope of the contour length versus number-of-basepairs curve represents the rise per residue *r* of the molecules. We found *r*~*B*~ = 0.367 ± 0.011 nm/bp, which is close to the value for the B form of DNA (*r*~*B*~ = 0.34 nm/bp), and significantly larger than the rise per residue of the A form (*r*~*A*~ = 0.26 nm/bp). Notably, the intercept *c* of the fitting line in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} is negative (*c* = −21.3 ± 7.2 nm), witness to a reduction of the contour length of the molecules, irrespective of the number of basepairs, of ∼60 bp in the B form. The reduction of the length of DNA molecules imaged in air is commonly observed ([@bib32], [@bib33], [@bib41]), and the reason is still debated, although the prevalent hypothesis is that of a partial transition from B to A conformation. Such transition is often assessed based on the comparison of the measured contour length to the one expected for the B form, by considering only one molecular length (i.e., a given number of basepairs). This procedure, however, cannot capture accurately the scaling of the contour length with the number of basepairs, especially in those cases when a systematic alteration of the contour length is not attributable to a distributed, yet partial, transition. In the case of this study, we have evidence that the scaling of the DNA lengths, despite a systematic shortening, is the one typical of the B form ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}); we argue therefore that the constant shortening must be well localized within the molecule, which is at odds with the idea of a uniformly distributed shortening as expected by a uniform (yet only partial) B to A transition. Recently, Japaridze et al. ([@bib32]) reported a similar evidence of molecular shortening, and by means of tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy they were able to localize the shortened DNA tracts at the molecules' free ends. We have carefully checked the calibration of our instrument, and we exclude this as the reason for the observed shortening (data not shown).

Reference DNA molecules synthesized by the I614K *Taq* pol have also been characterized (for a few selected lengths), and the measured lengths agree within error with those of the WT *Taq* pol, indicating that there is no alteration of DNA synthesized by the mutant *Taq* polymerase ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Our data suggest therefore that reference DNA molecules (WT and I614K *Taq* pol) are in the B-form, although there are shortened domains within the molecules. These samples represent the controls for the investigation of the effects of ribonucleotide incorporation. The latter have been assessed first by looking at changes of the contour length of the molecules upon ribonucleotide incorporation.

Interestingly, when comparing RC-DNA samples (464, 646, 727, and 960 bp) to their reference molecules without ribonucleotides, we observed a systematic shortening, except in the case of the 960-bp population (see [Figs. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the distribution of measured length values). We attribute the shortening of the contour length to the presence of rCTP. In fact, apart from the rCTP incorporation, nothing else is different from the control DNA molecules; moreover, the molecules generated by the I614K *Taq* pol have been shown to be equivalent in terms of length to the ones from the WT *Taq* ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We also exclude that the shortening effect is due to increased truncation of PCR products when ribonucleotides are present in the template DNA strand: the primer extension assay described above demonstrated that the I614K *Taq* polymerase efficiently bypasses embedded rCMP, without prematurely ending the synthesis reaction (see [Fig. S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supporting Materials and Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The measured length differences between DNA and RC-DNA molecules are all significant according to the two-tailed *t*-test, with the exception of the 960-bp DNA sample that is not significant. Indeed, this is the sample with the lowest expected percentage of basepairs containing an rCMP (1.8%, and reported in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) that was determined by [Eq. 2](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which considers the GC content and the ribonucleotide incorporation frequency. As for the others, we expect a 3.1% of basepairs containing a ribonucleotide in the 464-bp, 2.3% in the 646-bp, and 3.0% in the 727-bp molecules ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). These data suggest that the number of embedded ribonucleotides could be crucial to induce detectable alterations of the contour length; however, there seems to be no clear correlation of the contour length shortening with the original GC content (reported in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), especially when comparing the 646- and 727-bp samples (the shortening is more pronounced in 646-bp RC-DNAs, despite the smaller GC content). In addition to the absolute amount of GC pairs, it is important to consider their spatial distribution along the molecules (see [Fig. S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for a graphical representation of the distribution of GCs). We notice that in the case of the 646-bp sequence, the majority of available positions for rCTP incorporation consist of single bases, and that G or C clusters contain a maximum of three adjacent bases (as detailed in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Although the I614K *Taq* polymerase could be able to insert consecutive ribonucleotides, this would be a very inefficient and unfavorable reaction ([@bib35]). As a consequence, despite the higher expected quantity of rCTP in the 727 bp, this sample probably presents a lesser degree of incorporation. In its sequence, there are actually fewer single positions available, and more, and longer, GC clusters, made of two to six consecutive C or G ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).Figure 5The incorporation of rCTPs induces shortening of DNA molecules. Solid bars represent the mean contour length of four different sets of molecules, produced with dNTPs or with the addition of rCTP. Open bars represent the difference in contour length (shortening) observed upon ribonucleotide incorporation. In the case of 464-, 646-, and 727-bp populations, the shortening of the contour length is significant according to the two-tailed *t*-test (with *p* ≤ 0.001, 0.001, and 0.010, respectively), and this can be attributed to ribonucleotide incorporation. The 960-bp sample did not show a significant decrease in length (*p =* 0.50). Error bars represent the combination of the standard deviation of the mean and the calibration error, as explained in [Materials and Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}. The number of analyzed 464-, 646-, 727-, and 960-bp dNTPs/dNTPs+rCTP molecules is 176/157, 92/92, 47/57, and 61/26, respectively. All plotted values are reported in [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.Table 1Features of RC-DNA Moleculesbp%GC (%)Total Number of G+CNumber of Clusters with 6--4 G or CNumber of Clusters with 2--3 G or CNumber of Single G or CTotal Number of rCTP Incorporated%rCTP (%)46458269450143143.164643279051159152.372757413577224223.096034325345215171.8[^1]

Because double-stranded RNA molecules are known to be in the A form ([@bib42], [@bib43]), and RNA-containing oligonucleotides have been shown to undergo a partial B to A transition ([@bib19], [@bib21]), one can tentatively estimate an apparent fraction of basepairs that underwent a B to A transition upon rCTP incorporation, assuming that whenever an rCTP is incorporated, the hosting basepair switches from the B to the A form. The extent of such transition is calculated using the equations given in [Materials and Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}. Fractions of the B-to A apparent transitions are 0.67, 0.41, 0.22, and 0.05 for 464-, 646-, 727-, and 960-bp fragments, respectively. These estimated fractions are surprisingly high, because the ribonucleotide incorporation ratio (one rCTP every 19 bp) would lead to a B to A transition fraction up to one order-of-magnitude smaller. A reasonable explanation could be that the incorporation of one rCTP triggers the transition from the B to A form not only in correspondence to that single basepair, but also along the surrounding nucleotides (a B/A junction), extending across several tens of basepairs (corresponding to a few cooperative lengths, ∼10 basepairs each ([@bib44], [@bib45])). At present, however, we do not have clear evidence that a (partial) B to A transition is the leading mechanism behind the observed shortening of DNA molecules upon ribonucleotide incorporation.

To further investigate the nature of the rCTP action on the DNA structure, we have investigated the mesoscopic conformation and elasticity of RC-DNAs. To this purpose, we have characterized the distribution of bending angles along the molecules' backbones as a function of the curvilinear separation *L*, as well as the scaling of the mean squared end-to-end distance 〈*R*^2^〉~2D~ ([Eq. 1](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), as described in the [Materials and Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}. [Equation 1](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} is valid for molecules equilibrated on two dimensions, where *P* refers to the persistence length of the molecules in the three dimensions, i.e., in the bulk solution. Noticeably, the ratio (*R/L*)^2^ depends only on the ratio *P/L*, which also represents the asymptotic scaling of the normalized curves at large distances. The measured ratio of higher moments of the angle distribution 〈*θ*^4^〉/〈*θ*^2^〉^2^ is close to three (see [Supporting Materials and Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Fig. S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which is the theoretical WLC value for full equilibration of the molecules in two dimensions ([@bib25]). The values of *P* for DNA and RC-DNA samples are obtained by fitting [Eq. 1](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} to the *R*^2^ versus *L* curves (the representative curve for the 464-bp sample is shown in [Fig. S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Typically, the WLC model fitted with good accuracy the experimental data across the 0--120-nm distance range. [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, *A*--*C*, shows the scaling of the normalized mean squared end-to-end distance (*R*/*L*)^2^. The mean squared end-to-end distance *R*^2^ has been normalized by *L*^2^ to better appreciate the change in the slope (i.e., in the persistence lengths *P*) upon incorporation of rCTP, and the extrapolated persistence length values are plotted in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} *D* and reported in [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. First, we noticed that for the 464- and 727-bp samples (from I614K *Taq* pol) the measured values of the persistence length are higher than the value of ∼50 nm, typically for DNA molecules with a ∼50% GC content ([@bib25], [@bib26]). However, this is consistent with the fact that high GC content is known to induce stiffening, with an increase of the persistence length ([@bib46]). Remarkably, the incorporation of ribonucleotides into the molecules with higher GC content (464 and 727 bp) induced a significant shortening of the persistence length, according to the two-tailed *t*-test ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} *D*; [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 6rCTP incorporation affects end-to-end distance and persistence length of DNA molecules. (*A*--*C*) Shown here is the scaling of the normalized mean squared end-to-end distance (*R*/*L*)^2^ as a function of the curvilinear distance *L* for 464-, 727-, and 960-bp samples. Differences in the slope of the curves are appreciable for 464- and 727 bp, but not for 960 bp. In (*D*) are represented persistence length values of the same samples (*solid bars*): 464- and 727 bp showed extremely significant decrease in *P* upon rCTP incorporation (with *p* ≤ 0.001, according to the two-tailed *t*-test), whereas the 960-bp samples did not show any difference (*p* = 0.10). Open bars represent the persistence length shortening between the two compared samples. See [Materials and Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} for details on error bars. The number of analyzed 464-, 727-, and 960-bp dNTPs/dNTPs+rCTP molecules is 176/157, 47/57, and 61/26, respectively. All plotted values are reported in [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The 960-bp sample is the only one not showing any appreciable reduction of the persistence length, in addition to the absence of the shortening of the contour length, as shown previously. However, as for the shortening of contour length, we could not define a clear trend of the persistence length shortening with the GC content, probably because the rCTP incorporation is not simply proportional to the available sites; the latter in turn are not uniformly distributed along the molecules, but present with different degrees of clustering and spatial distribution ([Fig. S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

The molecules containing rCTP seem to be equilibrated to a good extent on the mica surface, and their *R*^2^ versus *L* curves can be fitted by the WLC model across a wide range of distances; these evidences suggest that the incorporation of rCTP exerts an influence on the DNA structure that goes well beyond the scale of the single ribonucleotide. In this study, we observe that, upon rCTP incorporation, the structure and conformation of DNA molecules change significantly and on the mesoscopic scale. In particular, the observed reduction of the persistence length *P* suggests that ribonucleotides induce a softening of DNA molecules ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} *D*) in addition to causing a significant shortening ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The extension of the effects of the rCTP incorporation in dsDNA is remarkable, because one would expect an effective rCTP content of a few percent ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The action of a single ribonucleotide, namely its effect on the DNA structure, extends far beyond its linear dimension. Attributing the observed changes of conformational and elastic properties to a B to A transition---based on the fact that RNA is in the A form---is not at all straightforward, and this conclusion would not at present be fully supported by the data. On one side, DNA in the A form in solution is reported to be stiffer than in the B form ([@bib47]), at odd with our observations; on the other side, DNA in the A form deposited on mica at different ethanol concentrations showed decreasing values of the persistence length at increasing B to A transition fractions, a trend similar to that observed by us, at least in the general terms. Concerning the published single-molecule studies on the bending rigidity (persistence length) of ribonucleotide-containing DNA molecules, including double-stranded RNA, either stiffer ([@bib23]) or softer and slightly stiffer molecules ([@bib22]) have been reported, depending on the sequence context and the positions of ribonucleotides. It emerged that besides the absolute content, which determines the extent of the incorporation, the distribution of ribonucleotide along the molecular backbone also is important in determining structural changes ([@bib22]). Chiu et al. ([@bib22]) concluded that the incorporation of ribonucleotides locally induces a significant (torsional) distortion of the sugar-phosphate backbone, affecting the elastic, and structural properties of the molecule as a whole. Relating such a torsional alteration to the observed mesoscopic changes of the DNA molecules conformation, namely the shortening of the molecules, and the reduction of the persistent length, is not trivial. Intuitively, a torsional alteration, especially if distributed along the molecular backbone, even if not uniformly, can lead to a shortening of the molecule. It was recently proposed that the rotational stiffening caused by the ribonucleotide-induced torsion of the sugar-phosphate backbone can hamper the rotational fluctuations, resulting in bending stiffening, rather than the opposite, at least as long as the electrostatic component of the persistence length is concerned ([@bib48]). Under the hypothesis that the incorporation of ribonucleotides induces the formation of B/A junctions, which are known to be significantly bent ([@bib49]), one could also consider the role of these bent domains in decreasing the apparent persistence length of DNA molecules ([@bib50]). Further investigations are therefore required, by means of both experimental techniques and structural simulations, to unravel the fine mechanisms underlying the observed structural and conformational changes in DNA molecules upon ribonucleotide incorporation. In particular, the influence of the base sequence should be directly investigated and assessed, at similar GC content.

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

In this work, we present, to our knowledge, a novel approach to study the effects of ribonucleotides incorporation into DNA. Our synthesis strategy exploited the use of a mutant version of the *Taq* polymerase (I614K) in PCR reactions allowing us to generate populations of long (several hundreds of basepairs) RC-DNAs, which are more biologically relevant than short oligonucleotides. In particular, we have studied the ribonucleotides-induced changes in the structural and conformational properties of DNA at the single-molecule level by means of atomic force microscopy. Our systematic and statistical study highlighted the impact of ribonucleotides intrusions on the DNA double helix. We found that their presence alters DNA structural properties. All the investigated DNA molecules, with the exception of the longest molecules with the lowest GC content (960 bp), showed a significant reduction in the contour length upon rCTP introduction compared to their cognate molecules without rCTP. As observed in RNA molecules, it is the presence of the extra hydroxyl group on ribonucleotides that leads to a compaction of the DNA backbone. From the biochemical parameters of the I614K *Taq* polymerase ([@bib38]) we estimated an incorporation frequency of 1/19 (rCTP/dCTP), representing 2--3% of the total number of basepairs. By contrast, the calculated apparent B to A transition fraction ranges between 20 and 60%. Although we do not have concluding evidence that this structural transition is the mechanism triggered by the ribonucleotide insertion, these figures suggest that the ribonucleotide effect on DNA structure extends remarkably on a scale that goes well beyond the typical dimension of a single ribonucleotide, affecting the full length of the molecule. Together with the shortening, RC-DNA molecules become more flexible, as demonstrated by the reduction of the persistence length. This is another indication that the effect of even a tiny fraction of incorporated ribonucleotides affects the DNA molecules on a global scale. A deeper understanding of the observed phenomena would require a precise quantification of the extent of rCTP incorporation, as well as of their spatial distribution along the RC-DNA molecules. Nevertheless, rCTP incorporation is nearly controlled by the number of positions available, given by the GC content.

In our system, control DNA molecules retain their native B conformation, supporting the idea that changes upon ribonucleotide introduction are likely to occur also in vivo. Along the genome of living cells there are hotspots of ribonucleotide incorporation, and the most frequently incorporated ribonucleotide is rCTP ([@bib36], [@bib37]). We speculate that the induced structural and conformational alterations can contribute to the negative outcome of ribonucleotide persistence in DNA. These alterations could be easily transferred to DNA transactions that rely on structure recognition, such as protein binding. For instance, it is reported that ribonucleotides prevent nucleosome assembly on DNA ([@bib15]), probably reshaping their positioning. Therefore, our strategy to study the effect of ribonucleotide incorporation of long supported DNA fragments could contribute to a better understanding of their harmful consequences upon genome stability.
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[^1]: GC content percentage, the GC clustering degree, and the estimated rCTP incorporation (absolute and percentage content) in the investigated DNA sequences. Clusters consist of consecutive nucleotides of the same species; here we have reported the sum of G and C clusters in one DNA strand, which is identical in the other complementary strand. Clusters are divided into two main groups: one made from 6 to 4 units, the other from 2 to 3. The number of isolated G or C present in the sequence is also reported. The total number of rCTP incorporated represents the estimated amount of rCTP incorporated into the molecule (with the percentage value) calculated using [Eq. 2](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, as described in [Materials and Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}.
